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John Pemberton, Chas. Baldwin, I. N. Commons, Atwood

Hinshaw, Maria Bowerman, Justin Haworth, F. K. Jones, J. Wm.
Jones, Aaron M. Bray.

1. Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends convened in

4. Eldon Armstrong, Roy Bates, Verda Crozer,

its 16th session at Newberg, Oregon, at 10 a. m., July
8, 1908. The opening session was for the most part, a
meeting for worship. A season of prayer was lead by

Mamie Coulson, Chas. Ellis, Huber Haworth, Nellie
Paulson, Loring Gear, and the regular ushers of New
berg local Meeting,, were reported as caretakers.

Isom P. Wooton. Lindley Wells had a concern that we
should in every way use our utmost endeavor to influ

s e n t a t i v e s a n d a r e i n s e r t e d b e l o w.

ence our young people so that it would be easy for them

5. The usual instructions were given to the Repre
To nominate at next session a person to act as pre

to answer the divine call to the special work of the

siding clerk, one as reading clerk, one as recording

m i n i s t r y.
2. The Quarterly Meeting sent information that

clerk and one as announcing clerk.

the following named persons v^^ere appointed as Repre
sentatives and Alternates, twenty of whom were

distribution of documents, to nominate a treasurer for

present;

church work for the coming year.

BOISE VALLEY REPRESENTATIVES: J. Wm. Jones, Aar

on M. Bray, Anson Cox, George W. Harvey, Levert H. Bray,
Seth Mills, Ella Bray. Alternates—Libbie M. Cook, Fern Pidc-

ard, Ellen Carey, Annis Jones.

The representatives that reach Yearly Meeting are
instructed to appoint from their number a finance com
mittee.

SALEM REPRESENTATIVES: John Pemberton, John Ruan,
Anna McMillan, I. N. Commons, Florence West, Ethel Cox, Chas.

Baldwin, Artilla Hadley. Alternates—D. D. Keeler, Allen Jay,
Enos Pressnall, Eliza Hinshav/.
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s F R O M N E W B E R G Q U A RT E R LY

MEETING: F. K. Jones, Evangeline Moore, C. J. Edwards, H.

D. Crurnly, Elwood Hodson, Amanda M. Woodward, Carrie Miles,

Maria Bowerman, Sadie Hall, Dr. Byron Morris, Lydia C. Gardner,

Lewis Hanson, Atwood Hinsliaw, Justin Haworth, Newton G.

Kirk, Nate Wiley. Alternates-Vernon Hinshaw, Calva Martin,
Emmer Newby, John F. Hanson, Charles Ellis, A. R. Mills, E. A
Ellis, Ruth Wiley.

3. The Quarterly Meetings designated the following

Representatives as members of the Finance Committee:

To make out a ratio for raising the funds and the

the ensuing year, and to propose sums to be raised for
To propose the name of one person from each Quar
terly Meeting to receive and distribute the Minutes and
other documents.

To nominate three persons as a printing, committee.
To nominate an auditing committee.

6. The report of the spiritual condition of the
church was read and is as follows:

0ns Monthly Meeting reports that about one-half of their
membership are regular in their attendance at

in a good spiritual condition. Disunity and lack of Chnstian liv

ing has seriously interfered with the work of the churc in some
places. One meeting says most of the homes, one says neai y a ,

and one says at least ten families have family worship. it is
probable that two-thirds of our membership are faithful _m thisie-

spect. Regular services at stated periods are held at six outside
points. The ministry of our pastors and ministers has been sound
and edifying, and a number of persons have found a satisfying
portion as a result. We have been greatly blessed by the labors of
some from other parts who have spent some time in our midst.
By direction of Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting of Friends
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A a r o n M . B r a y, C l e r k .

Report of the spiritual condition of Salem Quarterly
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which indicate a general advance in spiritual work, in growth, and
in unity. Our pastors have been faithful in the discharge of their
duties and their ministry has been strengthening and edifying to

the church. Many of the other workers have rendered acceptable

With one exception our meetings report a fairly good attend
ance at the Sabbath -services. The prayer meetings are usually

services in the various lines of church work, which under God's

small.

We are glad to note the increased activity among our younger
members in the various lines of church work, especially in the
Sabbath School and Christian Endeavor. There is also a manifest

Many families are careful to observe daily Bible reading and
devotion. We would recommend a more careful and daily reading
of the Holy Scriptures in the family, for God has said: "So shall
my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth; it shall not return
unto me void, but it shall prosper in the thing whereunto I sent
i t . "

One report notes attention given to the education and training
of their children under Chi-istian influences. One Meeting reports
the spiritual condition of the members to be good and notes the
interest of many of the young people and children. Other Meet
ings state that part of the membership is alive and faithful with a
marked improvement in some members. The spiritual condition of
some is not as good as it should be and there is need of watchful
ness lest we become too much engrossed with the cares of this
life. With some exceptions the conduct of our members with each
other and with the world has been good.

Two Meetings report work done outside of the regular Meet

ing with considerable interest manifested. Our own ministers

have been faithful in their duties. We have also been blessed by
the labors of several visiting ministers among whom we note,

Isom P. Wooton, Lewis I. Hadley. Jesse Loyd, Bunji Kida from
Japan, John Stribling, Lindley Wells, Amos Kenworthy and Levort

Bray. Some members of one Ministry and Oversight Meeting

have made family calls wherein prayer services were held. The
same Meeting notes a lack of suflicient interest in new members on
the part of the chui-ch.
R. M. Cammack,
Louisa T. Keeler, Clerks.

Report of state of society from Newberg Quarterly
Meeting,

With heartfelt thankfulness we acknowledge our Heavenly

Father's blessing and guidance in our work during the past year.
Encouraging reports have been received from all our Meetings,

blessing has encouraged the growth and development of our body.

deepening of interest in the young people and their work on the
part of the older members of the church and prayers are often
heard in their behalf.

A new meeting house has been built at Rex. A warm interest
was manifested in this work, both financially and otherwise, by
the members of the other meetings.

While we are thankful for the blessings that have attended
our efforts, we realize the need of great watchfulness and earnest

ness in prayer. In some of our meetings there has been a lack on
the part of several members, of scripture reading and family wor

ship. Three meetings report a small attendance at the mid-week
prayer meetings. Much solicitude is felt for this part of our work,
because we feel that by neglecting the assembling of ourselves to

gether for worship we fail to gather the nourishment necessary

for our spiritual growth and strength. We feel that the family
circle of prayer and the church prayer meeting are cardinal ele
ments in the development of the church. The Sabbath moining
meetings are usually well attended but the Sabbath evening meet
ings are much smaller in attendance.

Pastors have been employed in the Quarterly Meeting as o -

lows: At Newberg, Isom P. Wooton; at Portland Lewis I. Hadley

served as pastor during the first half of the year, and F. Mm ion
George during the remainder of the year; Mary K. Gear at Rex,

Algot Holmes at Chehalem Center, and Harvey Wright preached
at Spring-brook on Sabbath mornings during the greater part of
the year. Preston and Emma Mills had charge of the work at
Lents during the fall and winter and were followed in the spring
by Elwood Hanson. The labors of these pastors have been blessed

of the Lord and there have been several accessions to the church.
Chehalem Center reports seven received into membership by re
quest at one Monthly Meeting, We believe that with few excep-

tions our members are earnestly seeking to know more about the
deep things of God, and to manifest a Christian spirit toward all.
H.

D.

C r u m l y.

Marietta Lewis, Clerks.

7. Minutes were read for Harvey Ratliif, a minis

ter from Indiana, and R. Stevenson Burnett, a minister
from Oklahoma. Geo. W. Adams, a minister, Elwood

Hanson, a minister, and his wife, Hattie Hanson, Lizzie
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Additions by birth

Additions

by

request

C e r t i f i c a t e s f r o m o t h e r Ye a r l y M e e t i n g s § 7
To t a l a d d i t i o n s

Losses
Losses by resignation

by

death

have recently joined us from other Yearly Meetings

Net gam

clerk was directed to answer it in the name of the
Meeting.

9. Louisa P. Round, D. D. Keeler and Huldah

Ramsey were appointed to arrange for the returning
minutes of our visiting Friends.

10. W. C. Woodward, Walter R. Miles and N. D.
Elliott were appointed as press committee.
11. The meeting adjourned to meet at 2 p. m.
JULY 8, AFTERNOON SESSION.
12. The meeting opened according to adjournment

and after a devotional opportunity the epistles from
California, Iowa and Indiana were read.

13. In accordance with the report of the Represen

tatives, Edwin McGrew was appointed presiding clerk;
Marguerite P. Elliott, reading clerk; Rebecca W. H.
Smith, recording clerk; Bernice Woodward, assistant
recording clerk, Walter R. Miles, announcing clerk.
14. The statistical report is given as read:
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends: I herewith submit my

report on statistics for the year ending April 1, 1908.
The actual additions and losses that have affected the total
membership of the Yearly Meeting are as follows:

'

Losses by letter

Losses by certificates to other Yearly Meetings

8. A letter from Bunji Kida was read, and the

1 d

Losses by discontinuance of name 81

Ratliff, and Clara Stanley, present without minutes,
were welcomed among us. A number of Friends who
were heartily greeted.

87

Additions by letter

To t a l l o s s e s

.

51

The clerks of the Monthly Meetings were more prompt in send

ing reports than in former years, but there were some that by
their delay caused a good deal of trouble and extra work A list
of those who have died the past year, and a list of the corres
pondents and ministers form a part of my report.
Respectfully submitted,

A a r o n M . B r a y.
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H. Edwin McGrew, R. P. D. 2, Caldwell, Idaho.

Isom P. Wooton of Boston, Mass., pastor of the church
at Newberg, Ore.

()

I
• V. I 7
91.3
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Jesse Edwards, Newberg, Oregon.
Mary E. K. Edwai'ds, Newberg, Oregon.
Martin Cook, Newberg, Oregon.
Mary Jane Newlin, Newberg, Oregon.
James P. Price, Newberg, Oregon.
V/. Irving Kelsey, Newberg, Oregon.
Elizabeth B. Miles, Newberg, Oregon.
Wm. P. Samms, Enterprise, Oregon.
Louisa P. Round, Falls City, Oregon.
Milton J. Hampton.

?

PORTLAND MONTHLY MEETING.

Lewis I. Hadley, Whittier, California.

F. M. Ceorge, 142 Central Ave., Portland,

John F. Hanson, 367 Marguerite Ave., Portland, Ore.
S. Alice Hanson, 367 Marguerite Ave., Portland Ore.

Edward D. Smith, 2663 Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles,
California.

a

i

r>oi

Mvra B. Smith, 2663, Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles, bai.
Catharine Sweeten, Livingston, Guatemala.
Sarah M. Berkett, Seattle, Washington.
Lindlev A. Wells, Portland, Oregon.

CHEHALEM CENTER MONTHLY MEETING.

John Shires, R. F. D. 1, Nev/berg, Oregon.
Phebe Hammer, Scotts Mills, Oregon.
REX MONTHLY MEETING.

Mary K. Gear, Rex, Oregon.
SALEM MONTHLY MEETING.

Oliver N. Kenworthy, Fairgrounds, Oregon.
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Isabell Kenworthy, Fairgrounds, Oregon,
Charles Pearson, Fairgrounds, Oregon.
Charles R. Scott, Salem, Oregon.
Charles Baldwin, Salem, Oregon.
Deborah J- Newby, Salem, Oregon.
Robert R. Miller, Salem, Oregon.
SCOTTS

MILLS

M O N T H LY

MEETING.

Jesse E. Coulson, Scotts Mills, Oregon.

H. Elmer Pemberton, Salem, Oregon.
ROSEDALE

M O N T H LY

MEETING.

Samuel Jay, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon.
M A R I O N M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

B. F. Hinshaw, Marion, Oregon.
NEW

HOPE

M O N T H LY

OF

Meeting

11

J. N. Smith, Salem, Oregon.
Marion-

Reuben 0. Small, Marion, Oregon.
Rosedale—

Wm. Stroud, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon.
Woodland-

Isaac C. George, Woodland, Idaho.
Middleton—

Melinda Craven, Sherwood, Oregon.
Portland—

Effie R. Tamplin, 949 E. Salmon St., Portland, Ore.
Newberg—

MEETING.

Abbie M. Edwards, Newberg, Oregon.

R e x -

Rosa E. Virtue, R. F. D. 3, Boise, Idaho.

Springbx'ook—

M O N T H LY

Church

Salem—

Wm. L. Hadley, R. F. D. 3, Boise, Idaho.
George W. Harvey, R. F. D. 3, Boise, Idaho.
BOISE

Friends

MEETING.

Anna Z. Strange, 1519 N. 7th St., Boise, Idaho.
Aaron M. Bray, 1113 Eastman St., Boise, Idaho.
Levert H. Bray, 1113 Eastman St., Boise, Idaho.
M O U N TA I N V I E W M O N T H LY M E E T I N G .

Anson Cox, R. F. D. 2, Caldwell, Idaho.
Benjamin White, R. F. D. 2, Caldwell, Idaho.
CORRESPONDENTS.
M o u n t a i n Vi e w —

Wm. S. Brown, R. F. D. 2, Caldwell, Idaho.
Boise—

Anna Z. Strange, 1519 N. 7th St., Boise, Idaho.
New Hope—

J. Wm. Jones, R. F. D., Middleton, Idaho.
Scotts Mills-

Jesse E. Coulson, Scotts Mills, Oregon.

Catharine Pettingill, Rex, Oregon.

Lucy H. Rees, Springbrook, Oregon.

NAMES OF THOSE WHO HAVE DIED THE PAST
YEAR.

Newberg—

J. Kinley Blair, Albert Mendenhall, Maria Hamnett,

Geraldine Hodson.
Portland—

Sarah B. Emmons, Mary Cook, Clara B. Fleming.
Rosedale—

Ella D. Pemberton, Ella Crozer, Edith Jay.
Woodland—

Mary Kellum.
New Hope—

John M. Elmore, George Johnson.
Mountain View-

Russell Stroud.
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15. The Representatives were asked to consider the

request of Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting in regard to
raising money for missions.

25. A part of the statistical report which was
omitted at yesterday's session was read and is included
in the report given at that time.

26. The following named persons were appointed

16. The communication from the clerk of the Five

to look after statistical blanks, and to consider other

Years Meeting in regard to Nebraska Yearly Meeting

points in regard to a better plan for obtaining correct
statistical reports: Aaron M. Bray, Marguerite P. El
liott, Huldah Ramsey, Charles Townsend, J. C. Hodson

was referred to the Representatives. The matter of

the proposed change of discipline was referred to the
following committee to inform themselves in regard to

the same and present the subject to our Yearly Meeting
next year: H. Elmer Pemberton, Edwin McGrew, Eli
Jones, Anna B. Miles and John F- Hanson.

17. The Board of Trustees of Pacific College made
a proposition which after helpful discussion was refer
red to the Permanent Board to be presented for action
at the next morning session.
18. The meeting adjourned to meet at ten o'clock
on the following morning.
J U LY 9 , M O R N I N G S E S S I O N .

19. The meeting met at the appointed time.

20. After several earnest prayers the work of the
morning was taken up.
21. We are glad to welcome among us at this time
J• Edgar Williams of Seattle, Wash.
22. Epistles from North Carolina and Nebraska

were read. We were much interested in remarks by
John F. Hanson who attended the opening of Nebraska
Yearly Meeting, and by Isom P. Wooton who spoke of
some of the encouraging features of the work.

23 A minute for Mary L.' Stanton from Puget
Sound Quarterly Meeting was read at this time. We

and Evangeline Martin.
27. The Permanent Board made the following re

port relative to the proposition made by the Board of
Trustees of Pacific College which was accepted.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends Church: The Permanent

Board of Oregon Yearly Meeting met in regular session July 8,
1908, at 7:15 p. m., eleven members being present. Aaron M.
Bray was appointed clerk.

The proposition made to the Yearly Meeting relative to the
management of Pacific College and referred to us has been care
fully considered, and we are united in the belief that the propo

sition should be adopted by the Y'early Meeting.
By direction of the Permanent Board.

Aaron M. Bray, Clerk.

28. The committee as follows consisting of one
member from each Monthly Meeting was appointed to

bring forward names of persons as members of the coiporation of Pacific College: Ella F. Macy, Justin L. Haworth, Newton G. Kirk, B. S. Cook, John S. Richie,
Phariba Morris, Nathan D. Elliott, Ida Bates, Ida J.
Vi^iley, Melinda Craven, J. Wm. Jones, Aaron M. Bray,
Edwin

McGrew.

29. The report of the printing committee was
adopted

as

follows:

...

We your printing committee have attended to the printing of

are glad to have her with us.

the Minutes and blanks at the expense as cited in the treasurer's

24. The following were named as a Nominating
Commiteee: Charles Townsend, John F. Hanson, Evan
geline Martin, Marietta Lewis, F. K. Jones, Effie R.

,.eport. Mabel H. Douglas, Chairman.
30. The Conference Committee made the following

Tamplin, Jesse Edwards, Retta Pemberton.

satisfactory report:

O F. F r i e n d s C h u r c h

1 4 M i n u t e s o p O r e g o n Ye a r l y M e e t i n g
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first one, held at Marion Nov. 3, was in conjunction with the Sab
bath School Department and was exclusively on that subject.
Three conferences were held in Boise Valley Quarter. One was
held at Rex in December. Marietta Lewis presented the subject
of "Friends Missions"; J. C. Hodson gave an interesting address
on "Bible Study"; Prof. H. D. Crumly opened the discussion;
Prof. Wallace Newlin spoke on the subject, "The Mission of the
Church to her Young People"; Pearl Moore delivered an oration,
"The Dawn of Peace"; Mrs. Crumly and Mrs. Gear furnished
special music. A bounteous basket lunch was provided and the
social feature played no small part in the helpfulness of the day.
Another

conference

was

held

at

Salem

December

28.

The

morning session was given to an informal discussion of Sabbath
School problems, and the afternoon was taken by pastors and oth
ers in presenting .subjects peculiar to the pastoral system. This
discussion was introduced by Elmer Pemberton. In the evening
Belle Kenworthy gave a most interesting account of the "Five
Years Meeting." The following is a quotation from a Friend in
attendance: "The Lord was certainly with us and we had a
blessed time. Really, everyone became so enthused that it was
quite hard to dismiss when the time came."

Definite plans were made for a fourth conference in Scotts
Mills on the 25th of January, but on account of sickness it could
not be held.

Most of the Monthly Meetings have been communicated with
in regard to whether they wished to hold a conference but "way
did not open" in all the meetings.
A m o u n t o f Ye a r l y M e e t i n g

appropriation

$5.00

Carfare

Stationary

2.60

•.

Balance

35
2.05

Signed in behalf of the committee,
Mabel H. Douglas, Chairman.

31. Aaron M. Bray presented the needs of the work
of Boise Monthly Meeting, Idaho..

32. The epistle from Western Yearly Meeting was
read and called forth many interesting memories.
The epistles from Baltimore and New England

1 5

Yearly Meetings were also read and appreciated.
33. The meeting adjourned to meet at 2 p. m.

JULY 9, AFTERNOON SESSION.
34. The meeting met according to adjournment
and opened with a season of devotion.

35. The epistle from Ohio Yearly meeting was read
at this session.

36. This meeting welcomed our friends Elkanah
and Mary E. Cook of Earlham, Iowa, the former an
elder and the latter an overseer, Wm. Hibbs and his

sister Mendenhall also of Earlham, Iowa, and Sarah
Wing of Whittier, Gal.

36. The temperance report was read as follows.

Superintendent's report of Boise Quarterly Meeting:

Boise reports that the temperance topics in the Sabbath

School and Endeavor are used and that the pastor often speaks

on such matters in his sermons. New Hope is pushing the tern-

pei-ance work. They have held two public meetings, also promi
nence is given the tempei'ance topics in Sabbath and Christian En

deavor lessons. At Mountain View the temperance lessons have

been observed. Some special temperance exercises have been
given in Sabbath School by the boys and girls. Some of the mem
bers are earnestly engaged in temperance work.

LiBBiE M. Cook, Supt.

Temperance report of Salem Quarterly Meeting:

There have been eight temperance sermons by the pastors of

the different Monthly Meetings, and one temperance lecture at
which about six dollars was raised for temperance work. Amount
of literature distributed was not reported in full. One member re.

ported 1000 pages distributed by herself. A live interest is taken
by all the members of the different meetings that the sale of in
toxicating liquors may be prohibited. Respectfully submitted,
Florence West.

Temperance report of Newberg Quarterly Meeting:

Newberg Monthly Meeting held one especial temperance pray
er meeting before election and one meeting for thanksgiving and

praise
after election. Through the W. C. T. U. hundreds of pages
of literature were distributed.
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37. The Trustees of the Anti-Saloon League made
the following report.
The league has been active during the past year. We secured
the services of Dr. E. S.-Chapman and Rev. J. R. Knodell of Cali

fornia, the former for five weeks' campaign, the latter to continue
as superintendent and manager of the campaign.
We had 8 dry counties at the beginning of the year. The
saloon people petitioned for a re-submission in 7 of these counties,
and lost by a large majority in all but Lincoln, where the saloon
element won by three votes.

Before the election there were seven counties without any dry
territory. There is now not one county without some dry terri
tory. There are now 21 counties dry, 101 dry precincts in wet
counties, and 287 saloons put out of business.

The state is thoroughly organized, a good detective service

force looking after the enforcement of law, good legal talent to
prosecute violation, and good prospects for securing state prohi
bition in the near future.

Our church has been recognized to such an extent in this
work that they have elected one of your trustees a member of the
headquarters committee. Respectfully submitted,
Jesse Edwards,
B. S. Cook.

Many helpful remarks were made by different
members.

38. A solo by Edith McGrew was followed by a
temperance address by Mary Sibbett of Wichita, Kan
sas, who brought us a message of cheer and urged us

to more faithful work, standing firm till victory come,
remembering that no reform can succeed or be perma
nent without our God is exalted.

39. A solo by Lorah Spaulding followed.

40. The meeting adjourned to meet at 8 p. m.
JULY 9, EVENING SESSION.

41. The meeting opened with a song service fol

lowed by prayer ^ Pres.W. I. Kelsey of Pacific College.
42. The Christian Endeavor Union made the fol

lowing report;
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.. i Juniors Seniors

No.

of

active

members

289

of

members

15

Amount
Amount

of missionary money raised
of
other
money
raised

§82.30
$95.00

No.

who

associate

18

No.

take

the

C.

E.

World

76

No. members belonging to Friends church ... 261
No. of members belonging to other churches 28
No. of new members taken in this year 66

43. The Christian Endeavors' request that here
after they be allowed to nominate their own superin
tendent, and have Seventh day evening of Yearly Meet

ing week for their rally, was granted., ;
44. A song by Marion McGrew was followed by an
inspiring address by Edwin McGrew. The same God
who said to Moses that the "rod" in his hand was

"enough," can make sufficient for his service anything
w e h a v e t o o f f e r.

45. Adjourned to meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

JULY 10, MORNING SESSION.

46. The meeting met according to adjournment and
opened with a prayer for God's blessing.

47. Epistles from Wilmington, Canada, and New
York Yearly Meetings were read and called forth inter
esting remarks.

48. We have with us Dana Thomas and Otha

Thomas his wife, ministers with Minutes from Berkeley
Quarterly Meeting of Friends, Berkeley, Cal.; Clara
Graves Stanlejq a minister with a Minute from Whittier

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Whittier, Cal., endorsed
by the Quarterly Meeting of the same' place—these are
also fraternal delegates from California Yearly Meet
ing; Mary A. Sibbett, a minister with a minute from
Rose Hill Quarterly Meeting of Friends in Kansas. We
are very glad to have their helpful presence.

1 8 M i n u t e s o f O r e g o n Ye a r l y M e e t i n g
49. The committee as noted in Minute No. 26 re

ported as follows:

To Oregon Yearly Meeting: We your committee on statistical
blanks submit herewith a revision of the blank we have been using
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factor its founders intended, where in fact the heaviest concerns
of the church will be borne by this able organization.
On behalf of the Delegation,
John

F.

Hanson.

for your approval. We recommend that the correspondent shall

51. A communication from the executive committee

also hold the office of recorder and statistical secretary; also that
Monthly Meetings be requested to consider the need of making
any change in their correspondent that may be necessary.
Respectfully submitted,

of the Evangelistic and Church Extension Board of the
Five Years Meeting relative to information in regard to
meetings and non-resident members was read. This
meeting was united in asking the Statistical Secretary

A a r o n M . B r a y, C h a i r m a n .

50. The following- report of the delegates of the
Five Years Meeting was read and was supplemented byencouraging and most interesting remarks from those
who attended.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting: Dear friends; your delegation to
the second Five Years Meeting, held in Richmond, Indiana, 10th
month, 1907, report that we all attended the meeting and endeav
ored to act our part in the concerns of the meeting. The spirit of
the meeting was good and a large degree of unity and love per
vaded every session. A wide range of thought and much liberty
in discussion marked the deliberations of the subjects before the
meeting.

The body of the meeting was made up of many of the ablest

and wisest of our church and presented an array of consecrated
talent that promises large results in the expansion of the Kingdom
of Christ.

Questions of policy were handled with fairness. Matters af
fecting Friends board of foreign missions, with provisions for a
general secretary; Revising the Constitution; Christian Endeavor
Union; Indian service; peace and temperance affairs were re-organ
ized to general satisfaction; Home Missions, including evangelistic
work and Friends meetings in large cities. Education and educa
tional institutions claimed prominent places in the concerns of the
church, of which see the printed Minutes. A number of papers on
different topics were read, eliciting much interest, although their
great length curtailed discussion and prevented a free canvass of

some vital subjects. The papers were ordered printed without the

Meeting assuming any responsibility for the contents.
The wisdom of inaugurating the Five Years Meeting and its in
creasing value, we believe, will prove with coming years the great

to secure and forward the information desired.
52. The committee named in Minute No. 28 report

ed as follows and the persons nominated were satisfac
tory to this meeting.

We your committee appointed to propose names for the Col

lege Corporation, are united upon the following names:

Joseph N. Smith, Mary McCracken, John Pemberton, Enos
Pressnall, Ralph Cammack, Ruby Stroud, Louis M. Crozer, Jay
Gardner, Ethel A. Cox, Isaac N. Commons, Artilla Hadley, Cora
Webb, John S. Richie, Lindley A. Wells, F. M. George, Lydia C.
Gardner, Amanda Sherman, Irvin Scott, Melinda Craven, Marietta
Lewis, Levi Sanders, Huber Haworth, C. G. Jacobson, Howard

Walton, Aaron M. Bray, Marion Cook, J. Wm. Jones, Edna Carey,
W. Irving Kelsey, Wilfred E. Crozer, F. K. Jones, Anna Miles,

Louie C. Parker, Amanda Woodward, Frank A. Elliott, Charles
Burrows, J. C. Colcord, Daniel Gilbert, Chas. F. Moore, Theodore

H. Gardner, Newton C. Maris, Walter R. Miles, W. P. Heacock,
Harlan Smith, Ida J. Wiley, Newton G. Kirk, James P. Price, J.
F. Taylor, L. S. Otis, Chas. Replogle, J. Edgar Williams, T. I.
Sutton. Signed on behalf of Committee,
Ella

F.

M a c y.

53. The meeting adjourned till 2 p. m.

JULY 10, AFTERNOON SESSION.
54. The afternoon session was opened with song
and prayer.

55. We have listened with great interest to the re

ports of the Secretary and of the Treasurer of the Year
ly Meeting Board of Foreign Missions which follows.

To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends: Although it has ex-
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perienced many changes, our missionary work at Kake Village,
Alaska, has been marked with much success the past year. No
small part of this success has been due to the new inspiration giv
en us at last Yearly Meeting by the stirring words of Chas. Replogle, in response to whose appeal, over six hundred dol
lars, in addition to the annual sum raised, was subscribed for the
better equipment of the Mission. As a result we now have an ex
cellent boat, "Mission Star"' worth $1000, thoroughly equipped
with five-horse power gasoline engine, mariner's chart, compass,
life preservers, etc. Apart from the service the boat renders in
carrjring the gospel to the natives during the summer months, it
is a money saver to the mission in carrying its own freight and
passengers. We also have a cistern of 36-barrel capacity.
Harlon and Melinda Smith had to come home in August on ac
count of the latter's ill health. He returned for a short time

-early in September, to build the boat, etc., and was accompanied

by his parents, Allen and Julia Smith, he to assist in carpentering
and she to keep the home and assist in the Mission.
We would mention with appreciation the presence at the Mis

sion of Jay Mills of Springbrook, a young man of sterling worth
who is proving himself an all-round good missionary and very help
ful generally on the Island.

feel grateful to our Heavenly Father for the change that has been
wrought in their lives through the faithful efforts of His laborers
which we have been instrumental in placing in that field.

We are very thankful to announce^ that Harlan and Melinda
Smith have consented to return to the field, for which they will
leave soon. It is seldom indeed that a couple can be found who
are so earnest and faithful and who are so efficient in every phase

of the work which presents itself. With them in charge again we
feel confident that the work wiU continue to grow and prosper.

Portland Monthly .Meeting reports about $700 given to other

missions outside our own work.

We recommend an appropriation of $700 the ensuing year, also

that the rights and privileges of a minister of the gospel be vested
in Harlan Smith while engaged in mission work.

Amanda M. Woodward, Secretary.

Report of treasurer of Foreign Mi.ssion Board of
Oregon Yearly Meeting, 7th month 10th, 1908:
receipts.

came home and rendered acceptable service for five months, when

Received from subscriptions made at last Y.
"

T o t a l

Paid

members and thirteen as associate members of the church, making
a total membership of 110. The meetings are largely attended and
much interest is manifested. When we remember that but a few

years ago when we took up the work, the Kake Indians were con
sidered the most savage tribe in Alaska, we are indeed made to

700 00
148621

disbursements.' : •
to

" Jay Mills

engaged in evangelistic work there with a hearty response on the
part of the natives. Twenty-seven gave in their names as active

13 20

Yearly Meeting treasurer

ment of a lady from Washington, D. C.

Frances Leiter, a member of Kansas Yearly Meeting and a
former missionary at Kake, visited the Mission in December and

8 73

,

Levert M. Bray, money returned

her husband. The Department supplied the place by the appoint

home life of the natives.

577 00

M.

collections

"
"

It was thought best to abandon the girls' home in order that
the missionaries might devote more attention toward elevating the

187 28

«. ■

Balance on hand at last report. •

Levert Bray offered himself for the work when the Smiths

he too came home feeling that his work was accomplished.
Our teacher. Bell Badley, who had also given good satisfaction
as a mission worker, had to resign on account of the ill health of
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Allen
Levert

"
Parker
Balance
on

Harlan

Smith

Smith
M.
Bray

50
^g

gp

00
qq

Mercantile
Co
ggg
hand.
"T~486
21

stillrp'iid totl year'.
B. C.: Miles, Treasurer.

56. The memoranda of the -American Friends

Board of Foreign Missions in regard to conditions of

the transfer of our mission work to that body was eon
sidered and it was the sense of the meeting that i.e
postpone such transfer till some future time- . ,
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57- The nominating committee was directed to
nominate two members from Portland Monthly Meeting

connected with their India work, to affiliate with our
Board, that reports of that work may reach this meet
ing-

58- Most interesting accounts of the work in Kotsebue Sound carried on by California Yearly Meeting
were given by Dana and Otha Thomas, returned mis
sionaries from that place- A native Esquimo daughter
who returned with them sang a solo- All these things
have touched our hearts59- Adjourned to meet in business session at 10

o'clock tomorrow morningJULY 11, MORNING SESSION60- The meeting convened according to adjourn
ment, and returned thanks to God in prayer and song
for his loving kindness to us61. The London and the London General Epistles
have been read with much interest. They have warmed

our hearts with their expressions of truth and sympa
thy. This meeting directed the printing of the London
Epistle both in the Minutes and in leaflets for distribu

tion. The matter was placed in the hands of the print

OP Friends Church
B. S. Cook.

Te m p e r a n c e C o m m i t t e e —
Y. M. Superintendent, Lizzie A. P. White.
Salem Q. M., Florence West.

Newberg Q. M., S. Alice Hanson.
Boise Valley Q. M., Libbie M. Cook.
Sabbath School Committee—

Y. M. Superintendent, Evangeline Martin.
Salem Q. M., Enos Pressnall.
Newberg Q. M., Loretta Estle.
Boise Valley Q. M., Benj. Carey.
Committee on Literature—

Y. M. Superintendent, Mary CammackSalem Q. M , Ethel Cox.

Newberg Q. M., Frankie L. Martin.
Boise Valley Q. M., Pearl Hadley.
Conference Committee—

Y. M. Superintendent, Mabel H. Douglas; other
members to be the superintendents of the different

departments: Lizzie A. P. White, Evangeline Mar
tin, Anise Jones, Mary Cammack, Francis K. Jones,
John F. Hanson, Myrtle Cause.
Committee on Education—

ing and of the literature committees.

Y. M. Superintendent, Francis K. Jones.

62. The nominating committee made the following
report which was adopted with slight change.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting—We your committe, to
present to you nominations for various standing com

Salem Q- M., Alverda Crozer.

mittees and superintendents of departments of work,

Newberg Q. M., Mabel Edwards.
Boise Valley Q. M., Ola R. Mills.
Committee on Peace and Arbitration—

submit the following:

Y. M. Superintendent, John F. Hanson.
Salem Q. M., Chas. Townsend.

As members of the Permanent Board-

Newberg Q- M., Elizabeth Miles.

Louisa T. Keeler, Clarkson Pemberton, Justin L.
Haworth, Byron Morris.
For Railroad Secretary—

2 3

Boise Valley Q. M., Wm- S- Brown.
Members of Missionary Board—

Milo P. Elliott, B- C. Miles; Lydia C- Gardner, Effle

1
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Ta m p l i n , a s s o c i a t e m e m b e r s . - ;

Pacific College Visiting Committee— ^

Maria Bowerman, Lindley Wells, Carrie Miles, Jobn
F. Hanson, Ida J. Wiley, Louisa T. Keeler, Sadie

Paulsen.
C h r i s t i a n E n d e a v o r — > r. . t v

Y. M. Superintendent, Myrtle Cause. . . •
Salem Q. M., Eldon Armstrongi^ .; ..
Newberg Q. M., Chas. Ellis.'

Boise Valley Q. M., Edna Carey.
Entertainment Committee—

Henry Thome, Seth A- Mills, David Martin, Claude
A. Lewis, Maria Bowerman, Martha Parker, Enos
Pressnall, S. Lewis Hanson, Florence West, Worth

E. Coulson, W. J. Hadley. ; . .
Trustees for Anti-Saloon LeagueJesse Edwards, Levi M. GilbertEpistle Committee— .

Lorena A. T- Hodson, S. Alice Hanson, Clara El
liott, Evangeline Martin, Mabel H. Douglas, Lucy

N e w b y.
Evangelistic and Church Extension Committee—

F. Marion George, Harvey D. Crumly, Phebe Harnmer, H. Elmer Pemberton, Anson Cox, H. Edwin
McGrew, Ida J- Wiley, Marietta Lewis-

Statistical Secretary—
Aaron M- Bray-

On behalf of the nominating committee of Oregon
Ye a r l y M e e t i n g , f o r 1 9 0 8 - ^ .
Charles Townsend, Chairman,
Marietta Lewis, Secretary-

63- The report of the superintendent of Peace and
Arbitration which appears below was supplemented by
John F. Hanson, the superintendent of the departinent-
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Peace report, Oregon Yearly Meeting, 7-11, 1908: Among the
many evidences of progress along peace lines that have marked
the year, is in some respects the most important event in the hist
ory of the human race. The Hague commission voted unani

mously in favor of the principles of compulsory arbitration. It al

so voted for the establishment of a permanent international court,

leaving the method of the selection of judges to be determined by
the nations involved. Another triumph is the agreement of all
the Central American Republics to refer all differences to arbitra
tion. Arbitration treaties have been negotiated by our own gov
ernment with eleven leading nations, including Great Britain,

France and Japan, and these treaties have been unanimously rati

fied by the U. S. Senate. There are now in all, fifty-six treaties
of arbitration in commission. To hold what has been gained and
make a substantial advance the coming year, increased efforts

must be made along educational lines upon the public conscience.

The question is coming to the front, which ship shall we sail
in, the Battleship or Statesmanship? The last year's persistent ef
forts of "yellow journalism" and the reckless military agitators
to stir up unfounded Japan scares in order to give momemtum to
great naval expansion, display, and appropriations that the people
shall good naturedly submit to assume the enormous military bud
get of 10 per cent of all national expenses in times of profound

peace. Is there anything more senseless or absurd? The sober
thinking people are glad to listen with interest and sympathy to
facts and appeals on behalf of peace and arbitration, enforced by

the gospel standard. We should plan to enlarge our efforts and
try to occupy more of the field the coming year. Through unfor

tunate details we are foiled at the last moment from carrying out

our competition peace contest at this time. We hope to plan bet
ter the coming year. Our pastors have presented the subject of
peace in several congregations to good satisfaction; your superin
tendent has made 23 addresses to large and appreciative audiences,

many outside our own denomination; approximately 7,500 pages of
literature have been distributed. We would again urge our peo

ple to patronize tbe Advocate of Peace, the Messenger of Peace
for Bible schools, and we ask generous financial aid the coming
year. Respectfully submitted,
John F. Hanson, Supt.

64. This meeting in order to co-operate with other
Yearly Meetings in the furtherance of universal peace
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a n d a r b i t r a t i o n a s r e q u e s t e d b y N e w Yo r k Ye a r l y

Meeting, appointed John F. Hanson to represent us in
this work.

6 5 . E d w i n M c G r e w a n d I s o m P. W o o t o n m a d e

helpful remarks, and Dana Thomas and Lindley A.
Wells gave very encouraging accounts of the growth of
the peace work in California.
66. J. Edgar Williams spoke of the effect of the
fleet in Seattle and brought out many points of interest.
67. Adjourned till 2 o'clock.
J U LY 11 . A F T E R N O O N S E S S I O N .

68. The meeting met at the appointed time and
opened with devotion.

69. Returning Minutes for Dana and Otha Thomas,
R. Stevenson Burnett, Harvey Ratliff, Mary A. Sibbett,
Elkanah and Mary E. Cook, Mary L. Stanton and Clara
Graves Stanley were directed signed by the clerk.
70. The trustees made the following report which
was adopted.

At a meeting of the Trustees of Oregon Yearly Meeting held
7th month 10, 1908, all the members were present but one.
The money we borrowed last year to enable us to pay Newberg Monthly Meeting for the west block of the Yearly Meeting
grounds has been repaid and is now on deposit and bearing inter
est. The funds on hand now are: building fund, $250.00; inciden
tal fund, $18.68.

In accordance with Minute No. 104 of last year, we report, the
trustees have given some attention to the planting of trees as re
ferred to, and a decendant of Wm. Hobson has planted a white
cedar north of the meeting house near the walk.

Noting no serious en-or in the printed Minutes of last Yearly

Meeting, we have filed a copy of them as a part of the records of
this Yearly Meeting.

On behalf of the Board of Tnistees,
John S. Richie, Clerk.

71. The representatives reported that they have
granted the Educational Board the privilege of taking
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a collection at the educational meeting, also the Evan
gelistic Board on Sabbath.
72- The following Minutes of the corporation of

Pacific College have been read.
7-4, 1908: At the regular meeting of the members of the cor
poration of Pacific College, article 2 in the by-laws governing said
corporation is changed to read as follows:
Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends Church in lieu of its stock
and other rights in the management of the college, may elect at
its next meeting or any regular meeting thereafter, a number
equal to the sum of the number of stockholders who become mem

bers, and those elected from the nominations made by the alumni
association.

At the same meeting article 3 of aforesaid by-laws is changed
to read as follows:

The corporation may at its annual meeting elect by ballot new
members from nominations made by the Board of Trustees, and
by the Alumni Association, and by the Yearly Meeting each year.

The names of all new members shall be submitted to Oregon

Yearly Meeting of Friends Church for approval.

By order of said corporation a copy of these by-laws as amend

ed is forwarded to Oregon Yearly Meeting.

B. C. Miles, Pres. Board of Managers,
E v a n g e l i n e M a k t i n , S e c r e t a r y.

73. The visiting committee of Pacific College made
the following report:

To the Yearly Meeting: Three of the committee appointed to
visit the college did so a few times and felt benefitted by so doing.
On behalf of the Committee,
Maria H. Bowerman.

PA C I F I C C O L L E G E .

74. The reports of the President of the Board of
Managers and of the President of Pacific College have
been heard with interest and are incorporated in our
Minutes:

In reviewing the work of Pacific College for the
past year we have many things to thank our Heavenly
Father for. While we have not accomplished what we

had hoped for in the way of securing an endowment.
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we believe the effort in that direction has been the

means of bringing about a change in our organization
which will bring us added support from the members

29

On account of Pres. Kelsey's absence, most of the

responsibility of the management of the college was laid
upon Prof, Francis K, Jones, in addition to keeping up

of the Yearly Meeting.

his full work as an instructor. Prof. Jones filled the

One year ago an effort was made to create a closer
relationship between the College and the Yearly Meet

position of Acting President with great credit to the

ing, and by invitation of the stockholders the Yearly
Meeting appointed six members to act with the board of

managers in carrying on the work of the college- Dur
ing the year the work of the board has been harmoni

ous and has resulted in bringing about the reorganiza
tion with which you are all familiar.

The faculty during the past year has consisted of:
W. Irving Kelsey, Acting President
Francis K. Jones, professsor of Latin and French
Mabel H. Douglas, " Greek and German

H a r v e y D . C r u m l y, " H i s t o r y

Edwin

R.

H a d l e y,

"

Science

Esther C. Andrews, " English and Literature
Wa l l a c e A . N e w l i n , " M a t h e m a t i c s
J. Stewart Carrick, " Music

Eunice Lewis, Assistant during the fall term.
While Pres. Kelsey came to us late in the year, he
has taken hold of the work with zeal and energy. Near
ly one half of the school year was spent by him in the
East in the interest of the College, On account of the
financial crisis which came soon after he entered the
field, we were unable to raise the amount of money

necessary for an endowment, and that plan had to be
abandoned for the present. He succeeded in raising

quite a large sum to help meet the deficiency for this
year. He also received much encouragement that help
would be given when the time was right for raising the
endowment.

College and to himself, and we feel that we are specially
indebted to him for the deep interest he has shown and
the untiring labor he has given to the institution.
We also want to express our appreciation of the

work of every member of the faculty- We believe the
success of the past year has been due to their harmoni
ous and untiring efforts in behalf of the institution,

W, Irving Kelsey has been elected President of the
College after an acceptable year's service as Acting
President,

^

_

Prof. Harvey D, Crumly and Prof, J, Stewart Cai*-

rick retire from the faculty this year, after a faithful
service

of

three

years,

cn

j

Prof. Crumly's place on the faculty will be filled

by Prof, Wiliam J, Reagan, a graduate of Earlham and

Haverford colleges. The professor of music is yet to
be

supplied-

„

,

As an educational institution Pacific College ranks

well with the other colleges of the state, but our aim

for the college is far above the simple training of the
mind- Our effort is to educate the heart as well as the
head and to enthuse every student with the thought that
a noble Christian character is the best thing worth

striving for. We want Pacific College to stand for Chris
tianity first, and in so doing she will not be behind in
scholarship.

,

,

We have many needs but above all others we need

the thoughtful, earnest and prayerful interest of every
member of Oregon Yearly Meeting,
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In proportion as the membership feels this interest
and shows it, our needs will be supplied.

Eespectfully Submitted,
B. C. Miles,
P r e s . B o a r d o f Tr u s t e e s .

p r e s i d e n t ' s r e p o r t o f p a c i fi c c o l l e g e .

To the Board of Trustees of Pacific
dering this my first annual report and
in the history of the college it is with a
fulness to our Heavenly Father for His

College: In ren
the seventeenth
feeling of thank
many blessings

bestowed upon the institution during the past year.
Soon after the opening of the school year I went
East in the interests of the endowment fund. Our cause

was well presented to the Five Years Meeting by Allen
Jay, who said among other things: "I feel that the
small Yearly Meeting of Oregon is needing the sympa
thy and help of the Society of Friends on the subject of
education as no other Yearly Meeting needs it. Pacific
College has done a grand work. It has labored under
great difficulties. The time has come when Friends
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gressman Hawley, President Campbell of the State Uni
versity and others. Extracts from these letters were

published in a neat folder and distributed widely among
Friends. Cincinnati, Philadelphia, New York, Balti
more. Indianapolis and other cities were visited. But
the wave of financial depression which swept over the
country, and which was felt especially in the East, made

it necessary to abandon the endowment project and di
rect our efforts toward the securing of funds for
current expenses. The sum of $1789.00 was collected

as a result of this canvas. Three pledges of $500 each
and several for smaller sums were secured for the en
dowment fund when that work shall be resumed.

The cause of Pacific College is before Friends in the
East. Baltimore Yearly Meeting appointed a committee
to receive funds for Pacific College. It is therefore
very important that we shall be ready to go forward
with our endowment project as soon as financial condi
tions will permit.

Prof. Jones was Acting President in my absence,

should turn their thought to endowing Pacific CollegeOur first help should be for Pacific College. I believe

and the other members of the faculty willingly shared

there is not a college in America that has done more
with a small amount than they have." The appoint

Fall term.

ment of Prof. Douglas as recording clerk of the Five
Years Meeting also served to call the favorable attention

of that body to our college. The Board of Education of
the same meeting gave me a strong letter of recommen
dation which closed as follows; "At this moment the

needs of Pacific College is probably the most urgent ed
ucational need among Friends.'' Rufus Jones called the

attention of Friends to our needs in a strong editorial in
the American Friend- Letters of endorsement were se

cured from Governor Chamberlain, Senator Fulton, Con

the extra burdens. Eunice Lewis assisted during the

The enrollment for the past year was 138, distribu
ted as follows: 22 in college, 66 in academy, and
68 in the department of music with 18 repetitions.
Thei-e were six gi-aduates from the college, eight from

the academy and one from the department of music.
Plarold Vickrey, Lena Spangle and Edna Forsyth re
ceived the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and Arthur Wil

son, Alice Hayes and Harry Maxfield the degree of
Bachelor of Science. The Florence Brown Rowe Memo

rial Prize, which is given to the member of the Junior
class obtaining the highest average grade during the
year, was awarded to Ernest Hadlock of Seattle.
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catalog.

It has been decided to publish a quarterly bulletin
in order to keep our constituency in touch with the col

lege. The first number has already appeared as the an
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been taken at an expense of $40 20. The New Interna
tional Encyclopedia containing 21 volumes and a Year
Book to date has been purchased at an expense of

ter the postage was only 34 cents. The postage on the
other editions, containing from four to eight pages, will

$97.00. Fifteen other volumes mostly under the sub
jects of Economics and English, have been purchased
or donated, making a total of 36 new books this year.
The cost of these latter was $23.79. Forty feet of shelf

not reach 10 cents for each edition. The tuition in the

room has been added at a cost of $2.30. It is very neces

academy has been made an even $12.00 for the Fall and

sary that our library shall be enlarged. Each depart
ment should have a good assortment of books for refer

nual catalog. By entering this as second class mail mat

Winter terms instead of $11.70, and $11.00 instead of
$10.80 in the Spring. The tuition fee in the college de
partment has been advanced $2.00 per term. These
rates are still lower than those of any other college in
the state. An extra year of Latin has been added to col
lege entrance requirements, and a few other changes
made in the curriculum.

ence and research work- First of all we desire to re-

catalog the library, and. the services of the Secretary of
the State Library Commission have been secured free
of cost to direct this work.
RELIGIOUS

LIFE.

Most of the students belong to the Christian Asso

THE BOARDING HALL.

The boarding hall has been under the efficient man

agement of Mrs. Charlotte Hannon, whose services have

been secured for the coming year. Those boarding in
the hall have been well contented with its management
during the past year. As much of the success of an in
stitution of this kind depends upon the maintaining of
a good home for the students while in college, no efforts
will be spared to make our boarding department such a
home.
L I B R A R Y,

The librarian reports as follows: The library eontains including government documents 1811 books and

680 pamphlets, making a total of 2491 volumes. In ad
dition to these there are on file the back numbers of

many of our standard magazines and journals. During

the past year 14 magazines and one daily paper have

ciations, which hold weekly prayer meetings- Dm-ing
the Spring term the Y. M. C. A. carried on three Bible
classes, one mission study class, and one personal work
ers class- Plans have been matured for the increasing

of the missionai'y library the coming year. The Y. W.
C. A. sent three delegates to the Summer conference

held at Seaside, and one Bible class was carried on by

the girls. The day of pi'ayer for colleges was observed

with appropriate service in the afternoon. In an after
service five girls took a stand for Christ, and others re
newed their allegiance to their Lord and Master.
Among these were some of the high school girls who

had been invited to be present on that occasion-^ By
the end of the year all the girls were members of the
Y.W.C.A., and of this number only three were associ

ate members. The Associations have repapered and pur
chased new curtains for their room. A great blessing
came to the student body from the revival meetings con-
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service was held at the college with good results. Of
the 88 college and academy students 15 were converted
during the year and many others were renewed or
strengthened in their religious lifePacific College is distinctively a christian college.
Each day's work is begun with devotional exercises. One
recitation a week in Scripture is required of all stu
dents. Believing that the best course for college stu
dents must always center around the life of Christ, the

following courses have been arranged: Forshadowings
of Christ, a study of Old Testament prophecies; The
Life of Christ; The Teachings of Christ; and The Apos
tolic Age, with special emphasis on the life of Paul.
Besides this all Seniors are given one full term's work
in the History of New Testament Times in Palestine
and one in the History of the Reformation. Classical
students take one term in New Testament Greek.
There is a wide field of Christian service in our

Bible Schools, and there is a great dearth of efficient
teachers. I feel that Pacific College can do no greater
service for the church than by preparing such teachers.

Plans are being made by which it is hoped that this
need may be met as far as it is in our power to meet it.

Four of our graduates are engaged in the work of the
Young Men's Christian Association; another has been

pursuing studies in the East to better prepare himself
for the work of the ministry. It was a noticeable fact

that at the Yearly Meeting Christian Endeavor Con

3 5

The bringing of the college into closer touch with the
Yearly Meeting by the reorganization which is being ef
fected, will, we trust, be a strength both to the college

and the Yearly Meeting. With the hearty support of
every meeting of Oregon Yearly Meeting, the future of
the college is assured. Respectfully submitted,
W. I r v i n g K e l s e y.

75. The college treasurer's report follows.
RECEIPTS

Cash
on
Received

Eastern
Other

hand
from

from
last
tuitions

year
2

subscriptions
subscriptions

•■
•
fees

Library
fees
Laboratory

Boarding
hall,
room
Sale
of
grain,
Athletic

1

789
160

1

•
rent
etc

$
40
312

•
65

association

70
75

00
95

55

25
35

253
19

75
14

44

05

Florence Brown Rowe memorial fund
To t a l
receipts
5
765

-A,??
94

D I S B U R S E M E N T S

Salai-ies

5

416

94

Improvements on college buildings and grounds 116 75
Insurance
Interest

65
notes

on

Traveling

expenses

Janitor

hire

Fuel

198

00
45

244

07

130

00

156

Advertising
Boarding
hall,
L i b r a r y,
books
Labcratory
Incidental
and

50

21
improvements
142
and
periodicals
64
supplies
88
other
expenses
247

00
40
00
55
28

ference held at Portland in the spring the majority of

Floi-ence Brown Rowe memorial prize 25 00

the speakers and delegates were either teachers or stu
dents or alumni of Pacific College- But it is our ear
nest hope that the college may contribute more to the

Amount on hand

upbuilding of the church than it has done in the past.

Tuitions

To t a l

disbursements

6

954

87

RESOURCES

Subscriptions

unpaid

unpaid

782

97

50
85
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Half block in Newberg (value not stated)
Old

accounts

Cash

on

To t a l

50

GO

hand

38

resources

93

969

28

LIABILITIES

Bills

payable

(notes)

2

350

00

I

72

DEFICIT

:

380

PERMANENT ENDOWMENT

Half block in Newberg, improved, valued at 2 500 00
Respectfully,
H. D. Crumly, Treas.

76. The Yearly Meeting- superintendent of educa
tion made the report -which follows.

G
R
E
W
B
E
N

435
: w 9
76

71
59
3

Number graduating from colleges':' Pacific 'Col
lege, 9; Penn College, 1; Porland Business

3

0

Number in colleges the past year,
Number graduating from profe.ssional schools''
Number of Friends engaged in teaching the

11
22
2

0
3
0

0
G
0

11
31
2

17

5

4

26 _

academies

College, 1

pa.st

year

"

c:i
55
11

L
1
AO
TT

2 9 6
275
62

Number graduating from high schools or

37

home and our academies and colleges are not and should
not be regarded as reformatories.

80. A subscription amounting to $1,185.50 was taken
for the college.
81. The meeting then adjourned to meet in busi
ness session at 10 o'clock, the morning of July 13.
J U LY 1 3 , M O R N I N G S E S S I O N .

82. The meeting met according to adjournment
and opened with prayer by Dana Thomas.
83. The meeting united in prayer for and in send

ing a message of love and sympathy to Ezra H. Wood
illness of a son.

E
SO
B
I M
ELA
S

Number in school during past year'..!
Number in attendance beyond grammar Er'ade

Church

ward and family in their sorrow because of the serious

■1

Number of Friends'children between six and
twenty-one years of age

Friends

0 :

3

84. A short time was spent in memory of those
whom death has claimed since we last met.
85. Anson Cox was absent from the sessions of
this meeting because of illness in the home. Owen
Mendenhall was appointed to send him a letter of sym

pathy. D. D. Keeler was asked to carry greetings to
Nathan and Kesiah Pickett, aged Friends of Salem, un

77. J. Edgar Williams spoke on the purposes of
education and emphasized the making of Christian
character.

78. W. Irving Kelsey presented some of the needs

of the college and the part each one could take in car
rying on this work.

79. Lindley A. Wells made a plea for our own de

able to be with us.

86. Epistles from Kansas and Dublin Yearly Meet
ings were listened to with interest.
87. Epistles from London, Dublin and the Ameri

can Yearly Meetings with whom we correspond, with

some additions and changes, were accepted as pz'epai-ed
by the Epistle Committee.

88. The railroad secretary reports that only twenty-

five receipts for full fare tickets -were received, while

nominational schools, urging that those who attend such
schools are more apt to be loyal church members than

if they are educated in even the best university. The

the railroad company required fifty before giving re
duced rates. All members ai-e urged to take receipts
for full fare tickets when coming to Yearly Meeting
that in the future a reduced rate returning may be

foundation of Christian character should begin in the

obtained.

OF
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89. The Foreign Missionary Board reported the
following organization: President, Milo P. Elliott; sec
retary, Amanda M. Woodward; treasurer, B. C. Miles;
superintendent of Newberg Quarter, Mary E. K. Ed
wards; superintendent of Salem Quarter, Retta Pemberton.

Peace

Your Press Committee has arranged for reports of the meet
ings in the Newberg Graphic and has also sent partial reports to

the Portland and Salem papers, though the latter part of the work
has not been done as thoroughly as we would wish.
Respectfully submitted,
W. C. Woodward, Chairman.

91. The report of the Representatives was accept

39
00

'0

00

Printing
and
contingent
fund
150
00
Missionary
committee
10®
*^5
Railroad fare for Five Years Meeting (to balance acc't.).. 10 00

E x p e n s e s o f F i v e Ye a r s M e e t i n g 2 0 0 0
Nebraska
Ye a r l y
Meeting
25
00
987

50

We recommend that IflOOO be raised by the i-espective Quar
terly Meetings to meet the appropriations.

We recommend that the printing committee be instructed to

have 600 copies of the Yearly Meeting Minutes printed.
We do not feel that it is necessary at the present time to
make any change in the way of raising our missionary money.

We recommend that when the Yearly Meeting adjourns that
we adjourn to meet on the third Wednesday of July, 1909.
John Pemberton, Chairman,

ed as follows:

We, the Representatives submit the following report: To re
ceive and distribute documents for Newberg Quarterly Meeting,
Newton G. Kirk, Newberg; for Salem Quarterly Meeting, Charles
Baldwin, Salem; for Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting, Alonzo
Rinard, Boise, Idaho.

For Printing Committee-Rebecca W. H. Smith, Alpheus R.

R u t h W i l e y, S e c r e t a r y.

92. The Permanent Board was asked to take into

consideration the time of holding- our Yearly Meeting
a f t e r n e x t y e a r.

93. Adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock in business
session.

Mills, F. K. Jones.

For Auditing Committee-F. K. Jones, J. C. Colcord, Justin

L. Haworth.

The following report of the finance committee is forwarded by
this board: We, the finance committee have examined the books

of the Evangelistic, Missionary, and the Yearly Meeting treasur
ers and find them correct, and recommend J. C. Hodson for treas

urer for the coming year. We propose apportionments as fol
lows. Yearly Meeting stock, Newberg, 64 per cent; Salem, 26 per
cent; Boise Valley, 10 per cent. Documents to be di.stributed:

Newberg, 65 per cent; Salem, 23 per cent; Boise Valley, 12 per

cent. We also recommend the following appropriations:
Sabbath
school
committee
§
5

qg

Educational
Statisticical

PO
00

Janitor
Conference
Literature

Church

20

Te m p e r a n c e

To t a l

90. The Press Committee reported as follows:

Friends

committee
secretary
7
5
5

5
25

50
00
oo

JULY 13, AFTERNOON SESSION,
94. The meeting met at the appointed time95. The following reports of the Pastoral and

Church Extension Board and treasurer claimed our at
tention:
With thankfulness we acknowledge our Heavenly Father's
blessing upon our work the last year. I feel that we have fallen
short of accomplishing the work that is needed in Oregon Yearly
Meeting. Evangelistic meetings were held in nearly all the meet

ings. There were two series of meetings held in Newberg Friends
meeting house, one by a Methodist evangelist and another by the
Presbyterians in which the Friends took an active part. Algot

Holmes, pastor of Chehalem Center held a three weeks' meet
ing there which resulted in the salvation of many. He also held
two weeks' meetings at Springbrook, to the edifying and building

up of the church. Mary Gear with the assistance of Elliott
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an evangelist held ten days' meetings at Rex which were blessed
of the Lord. Mrs. Gear also held a two weeks' meeting at Sher
wood. Jesse Lloyd held a ten days' meeting at Portland in which

Report of treasurer of Evangelistic and Church Ex
tension Board to Oregon Yearly Meeting, 7-13, 1908:

he was enabled to present the gospel in his peculiar way. He also
held meetings at Salem, Scotts Mills and Marion, and visited other
meetings. Soon after our last Yearly Meeting Lindley A. Wells

Cash on hand at last report $ 387
C o l l e c t i o n a t Ye a r l y M e e t i n g 1 9 0 7 ' 0 4
Received on subscriptions during the year 212
A p p r o p r i a t i o n o f t h e Ye a r l y M e e t i n g _ 1 _ 2 5
To t a l
receipts
329

visited Idaho Friends and held services in several of their meet
ings with very good satisfaction to all. Edwin McGrew held two

weeks' meetings at New Hope, which was a time of soul-saving

and building up of the church at that place. Anson Cox and Ed
win McGrew held very successful meetings at Mountain View soon
after the dedication of their new meeting house. There was one

revival meeting held "in one of the new mission meetings in Idaho.
All of our meetings have had settled pastors the past year.
The pastors have done faithful and efficient work. Isom P. Wooton

soon after our last Yearly Meeting took pastoral charge at Newberg and has done excellent work there. Abijah J. Weaver will
have pastoral charge the coming year at that place. Lewis I.
Hadley resigned his work at Portland in March and F. M. George

had pastoral charge until July 1, at which time Lindley A. Wells
took charge as pastor for the coming year. There are a few
meetings without pastors at present. H. Elmer Pemberton has

RECEIPTS.

EXPENSES.

Traveling expenses of ministers at Yearly Meeting 1907.. 59 60
Pastoral and evangelistic work during year 270 25
Te l e p h o n i n g
and
postage
^

Expenses of superintendent .fL®®
To t a l
expenses
35
Cash on hand 7-13, 1908

To t a l

829

F. M. George, George W. Adams, Algot Holmes,
and others added much of intense interest. From these

we learn that the fields are white unto harvest and the
laborers much too few for the work.

opened a work near Gaston at a school house and reports a very
promising field for Friends. Newberg Friends have two places at

granted:

have a new field in western Washington. Geo. W. Adams a min

ister from Oklahoma commenced preaching about two years ago

near Port Townsend at a place by the name of Quilcene, a little
village on one of the bays west of Seattle. I visited the place a
few weeks ago and found a very interesting work there, and held
five meetings with them. They have organized and have request
ed a Monthly Meeting. I feel with the right care we can have a
flourishing meeting there.

We as your committee believe that the Yearly Meeting should
appropriate or devise some way by which we could go on in these
new fields and build up and sustain them. We feel that we ought
to have a home mission fund to aid in these needy fields.
F. M. George, Supt. of Evangelistic Work.

22

Respectfully submitted.
Marietta Lewis, Treasurer.

taken pastoral charge of Salem meeting. There has been quite a
work done in new fields. John F. Hanson a few months ago

which meetings are held with quite an interest. Idaho reports
three mission stations where new work is progressing. We also

93
29
00
00
22

The following request of the Evangelistic Board was
.

The Evangelistic Board was united in proposing to the ear y

Meeting that at the present time there be no superintenden o
evangelistic work appointed, but that if during the year the
sion demands it, and the proper person can be secured, the oai

have the authority to appoint him Yearly Meeting Supennten en
of Evangelistic Work. H. D. Crumly, Chairman,

Marietta Lewis, Secretary.

The secretary of this Boai'd was requested to coiiespond with the Pastoral and Church Extension Board of

the Five Years Meeting presenting the needs of out
fi e l d .

96. The superintendent of Literature made the re
port which follows:

No. pages tracts distributed, 8,861; No. papers, 5,403; boo s

given or loaned, 29; No. of libraries, 8; No. books added to libra-
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ries, 42; No. Friends papers taken, 60; No. other religious papers

Ministry and Oversight appear below:

taken, 125. In addition to the above 300 papers and magazines
were sent to the state penitentiary; one Moody's Marked New
Testament was given to a Japanese boy, and one bible given to a

There have been held this year two regular meetings of Min
istry and Oversight. In addition to these, two Conference sessions
have been held, one at 10 o'clock a. m., the other at 8 o'clock p. m.

y o u n g l a d y. O n e l i b r a r y w a s s t a r t e d . M a r y C a m m a c k .

on the day preceding the opening of the Yearly Meeting. It is the
desire of this body to hold a similar conference next year at the

An excellent paper by Roby Stroud was read, in

which were many helpful ideas on this subject. Louisa

same hours with the understanding that these sessions be open to

P. Round urged a wise selection of literature on the
part of the parents until children are able to choose for

the entire membership of the Yearly Meeting. W. Irving Kelsey,

J. Elmer Pemberton and Lydia C. Gardner were appointed as a
committee to prepare a program for such a conference next year.

themselves. Let no literature replace the Book of

Milo

Books.

p.

Elliott,

Lorena a. T. Hodson, Clerks.

97. The work of the Sabbath school was presented
in the following report of the superintendent:

99. The Yearly Meeting treasurer's report was
adopted as follows:

Cash on hand at last report ^ ^

2
u

Received from Salem Quarter on assessment

»
o
n

<
V J

No. Of schools

No. in adult classes
No. in intermediate classes'
No. in primary classes
No of oflicers and teachers
To t a l e n r o l l m e u t . . .
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O

1
J . ")i fot

o
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Received from Conference Committee —fG0~07
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0
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1
2

No. of Confercuees held,.

Amount paid (or school purposes.'.

Amount paid for missionary purposes

?04 48

Amount paid lor county and state wo'r'k"''
No. of invitations to schools

department (eradl'e roU)"
No, of Schools not using Friends helps
.
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8J
59

ro

No. of schools holding teacher's laeetlngV''
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< )

D.44

No. of texts repeated . .* "r

XNU

Received from Boise Valley Quarter on assessment

r
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o

Time of continuance, 1 year

Received from Newberg Quarter on assessment ^ ^ c r5

u
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.

.

5

00

2

50
0
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0
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?2:J7 .59
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Ladies

5 00

J^^nitor

0
0
70
1
I G

^00

Aid

Freight

on

Departments

of

Society

books
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Salem.

appropriated was divided among the different
Quarterly Meetings.

-

Missionary
board
,.g.
gg
Expense of delegates to Five Years Meeting 300 00
Ye a r l y M e e t i n g Tr u s t e e s „ g g

733

the

Ye a r l y

47
Meeting

'

I

65
"

Postage and M. O. fees

Evangelistic board

Evangeline Martin, Superintendent.

J. C. Hodson spoke of the Sabbath school as a
powerin the church and stirred us to look forward to
more efficient work in the coming year.

RESOURCES.

Due from Boise Valley Quarter on 1907 assessment 9 67

98. Extracts from the Minutes of the meeting of

To t a l

J
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LIABILITIES.

Due Newberg Quarter on amount overpaid on 1907 as
sessment

170

54

J. C. Hodson, Treasurer.

100. The Entertainment Committee made the fol
lowing report:
The entertainment committee has endeavored to look after the

comfort of the Friends in camp and elsewhere. We have run a
Yearly Meeting dining hall in the basement of the church for a
reasonable sum, which has added much to the comfort of all.

On behalf of the committee,
Henry
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101. The question of using the plain language in
our Minutes was referred to the Permanent Board-

102. Some of our visiting Friends and others gave

page

12,

MINUTE

17.

Newberg, Oregon, 7 Mo. 8th, 1908.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:—

At a meeting of the stockholders of Pacific College held 4th
month 4, 1908, the stock feature of the corporation was abolished,
each stockholder retaining a life membership in the corporation

with one vote, irrespective of the number of shares he may have
owned.

The following by-laws were adopted:

No. 2. "Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends Church in lieu of

its stock and other rights in the management of the college, may
elect at its next annual meeting a number equal to the sum of the
number of stockholders who become members and those elected
from the nominations made by the Alumni Association.

No. 3. "The corporation may at its annual meeting elect by

ballot new members from nominations made by the Board ot

us helpful parting words.
103. Assured throughout the sessions of this Year

Trustees, or by the Alumni Association, the latter having the
right to nominate two members each year. The names of all new

ly Meeting that the Lord of Hosts has been with us;

Church for approval."

thankful to the Head of the church for His constant

care and guidance, thankful for the unity of spirit

which has prevailed, thankful for helpful associations
during the week with one another and with dear

Friends and visiting ministers, and rejoicing in a wider
privilege of service which seems to be ours as a Yearly
Meeting, we now adjourn to meet next year at this
place, July 21, 1009, if the Lord wills.

members shall be submitted to Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends

The present membership of the corporation is 66, and the
Alumni Association has nominated 10, making a total of 76 to be
elected by the Yearly Meeting if this proposition is approved.

We trust this plan will meet with the approval of the Yearly
Meeting and will tend to bring about a closer relationship between
the Yearly Meetieg and the College.

Respectfully submitted,
B. C. Mile-S,

Pres. Board of Trustees Pacific College.
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they shall inherit the land for ever; the branch of my
planting, the work of my hands, that I may be glorified.
Dear Friends,

Our hearts are enlarged towards all our brethren,
and we greet you in the love that is deeper than our

The Epistle from London Yearly Meeting.
A Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them
that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the Loi'd.
. . . Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the

glory of the Lord is risen upon thee. For behold, dark
ness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peo
ples: but the Lord shall arise upon thee, and His glory
shall be seen upon thee. And nations shall come to thy
light,_and kings to the brightness of thy rising. Lift
up thine eyes round about, and see: they all gather
themselves together, they come to thee: thy sons shall
come from far, and thy daughters shall be carried in

the arms. Then thou shalt see and be lightened, and

thine heart shall tremble and be enlarged* For

brass I will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver,
and for wood brass, and for stones iron: I will also

make thy officers peace, and thine exactors righteous

ness Violence shall no more be heard in thy land,
desolation nor destruction within thy borders; but thou

Shalt call thy walls Salvation, and thy gates Praise.
The sun shall be no more thy light by day; neither for
brightness shall the moon give light unto thee: but the

human differences.

This love has been a covering over us during our

times of gathering together, and, as we have been will
ing to abide in it, we have found ourselves enabled to

look out upon our fields of service, not merely as indi
viduals, but as one body in Christ Jesus.

As such a united body we have heard the call, which

is not for ourselves alone, "Arise, shine, for thy light
is come." These words have been echoed from one and
another until the air is full of thoughts of light and
love, and once more we have felt the inspiration of the
old prophetic message and its deep meaning in the face
of the needs of today.

Following the example of the prophet, we have not
hesitated to face facts. We confess that there are small

and dying meetings, decayed enthusiasms, and deadness
of soul. Everywhere the cry is for messengers of
light.
Our thoughts have ranged far. We have been
brought into touch with the great companies of Friends
on the American continent, by the presence amongst us
of some from that land, and by the report of our own

Lord shall be unto thee an everlasting light and thy

delegates to the Five Years Meeting. This report has
aroused in us a desire that, on both sides of the Atlan

shall thy moon withdraw itself: for the Lord'shall be

tic, we may be united in prayerfully seeking to solve
the great and pressing problems that confront this

God thy glory. Thy sun shall no more go down neither

thine everlasting light, and the days of thy mourning

shall be ended. Thy people also shall be all righteous

generation.

Again, representatives from Australasia have been
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with us, and we have been reminded of the isolated con
dition of our members there, and their need of help.

Many of them are struggling, under great material dif
ficulties, to foster the growth of a body which shall
stand for the realities of the spiritual life. If we are to
aid the cause of true religion at a critical time, in coun
tries whose importance in the near future can hardly
be overestimated, it is urgent that some Friends be

found willing to go out in the spirit of loving service.
In our foreign mission work, in spite of an increase
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ready sounded, and fallen upon deaf ears? What if we

have been waiting for years for our Meetings for Wor
ship to be more helpful, to grow and increase, and all
the time it is we who have been unfaithful: we who
have been content with the little things of life, instead

of taking up the greater service which God would have
entrusted to us had we been ready for it?

Why should we think that small results are to fol
low from meetings which should be true communion
services where the Bread and Wine of Life are offered

of general interest and the devoted labor of some of our

to the worshippers, where the silence is strong and holy

members, the missions are sadly under-staffed, and de

because behind it lie hours of quiet prayer, w eie

mand fuller support. At home, we have only to still
the clamor of our own personal interests to hear
a great cry of need and hunger, from lives stunted by
the pressure of economic conditions, and from souls that

prophecy rekindles flagging zeal by its sight of the com
ing of the kingdom, and where soul answers soul in an
atmosphere of glowing love? Why? except that we
tremble at the greatness of these things; we shiink

have not tasted of the Bread of Life.
Does darkness indeed cover the earth? It seemed

back into ourselves, we let custom lie upon us ^with a

so to the exiles to whom the very willows, where they

hung their harps, spoke of bondage in the plains far

think too much of ourselves, of our difficulties, and even
of our efforts. We forget that the power of the Church

to those whose eyes are closed to the glory of the Lord,

We can serve neither God nor man as long as we are

from their own hill country. And so it must ever seem

to those who have not arisen. Yet in the darkness He

is there; the Lord is still the everlasting light and God
the Glory. The "divine light rippling round blind eyes"
is no less divine because unseen. As nature's secrets

are revealed only to the student, so the Light that lighteth every man is seen only of eyes that open to behold
Him. There is no glory of sunrise for the sleeper:
beauty and truth are for those who seek them. It is the
light of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ
which impels us to arise. We must put behind us sloth
and indifference, and even sometimes the caution which

keeps us waiting for a call. What if that call has al

weight, heavy as frost and deep almost as life. We

for work is proportioned to her devotion to her Lord.

asleep, as long as we are self-centered, and answa- not
those great demands which God makes upon us foi co
operation with Him.

The sore hunger of souls, the need in eveiy direc
tion for men and women of character, born of prayer
and communion, for workers strong m quiet courage,

and patient from the depth of their insight: .hese are
calls to us from God. This is not a time to slacken our

efforts. Great moral issues are before the nation, and
the desolation and destruction within our borders can
best be checked as we labor to set the people free to be

come righteous. We are thankful for the growing
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unity of purpose in all sections of the Christian Church
in working to this end.

If we look abroad among the nations, we see signs

of awakening, desires to draw together, quickened
hopes of brotherhood. If to some the Peace Conference
at the Hague seemed to be a failure, it was only to

those who could not see in it the beginning of great
things—of a Parliament of the world. Surely the eye of
the seer traced there flashes of holy hope, and the at
tentive ear heard a fresh call to labor for the Prince of
Peace.

The prophet saw in a vision of beauty the picture of
a world where nature poured out her stores to adorn

the temple, and to make glorious the place of the feet
of Jehovah, where the nations crowded the altar steps of
the sanctuary with offerings of material splendor,
drawn together by a common devotion to "the Zion of

the Holy one of Israel." He saw, too, the sanctifica-

tion of the gifts: the brass turned to gold, and the iron
to silver. And yet splendid as may be the vision, its
light and its beauty are not enough to arouse us from
inertness. We need something more: the touch of a

Life upon our lives, the personal experience of an up

lifting Presence, of One mighty to save. If we are to

solve the problems before us, we must burn with the
enthusiasm which comes from devotion to a Person.
And as we turn to Christ and hear Him who is the

Light ot the World" call us to Himself, we know that

there are lessons which we can only learn in fellowship
with Him; transformings which can only come from
One who will change our poverty into His riches, who
for brass will give gold.

The cross of Christ speaks to us not only of shame
and sacrifice, but of the victory and freedom which we
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of glory, and are made aware of a new kind of joy; the
glory of belonging absolutely to God our Savior, and the
joy of sacrifice in serving Him.
Let us arise and live the radiant life.

Signed, in and on behalf of the Meeting,

Henry Lloyd Wilson, Clerk.

r
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